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Dear friends,

 

With the Covid-19 pandemic, the world is in free fall.  No one knows when we will hit the bottom

and what the eventual outcome will be.  

 

In the early days of the pandemic, we sewed over 10,800 masks for distribution to food vendors,

poor communities, healthcare workers and hospital patients.

 

Then we began cooking free meals for the hungry.  Our team distributed 11,330 free meals in 31

days with some help from other groups and organizations.  It was heartbreaking to see the poor

getting poorer, and even those who used to be able to get by struggling to make ends meet.  It

was heart-warming to see our team members going out tirelessly day after day to distribute food,

not forgetting the amazing cooks as well.  When some of our team members returned to their

regular jobs, neighbours began to do self-collection, some helping their neighbours who couldn’t

come to collect the food. A great sense of comradeship began to grow in our community.
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FROM THE HARVEST FIELD...



This worldwide crisis may tempt us to watch out for just ourselves and our families.  May this not

be the case.  Let this be an opportunity for all of us to rally our family members and loved ones

together to go the extra mile to show our love and concern for those who are the most vulnerable

around us.

 

Thank you very much for your generosity and constant words of encouragement helping us to stay

focused and resilient.  Please stay safe and healthy.

       

 

All for the Harvest,

 

Dorothy Jason
President
World Harvest Foundation
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The lockdown restrictions in Thailand have eased but the economic and social impact is far

from over.  For reasons of sustainability and building social resilience, we have started to provide

budget meals starting at 10 Baht for our surrounding neighbourhood in order to lower their cost

of living.  Several vulnerable families continue to receive free food distribution during this period.
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Update  From  Harvest  Learning  Center  
By: Mike Jason
From the Principal 's Desk...

If someone had told us six months ago

that we would be running Harvest

Learning Center from our homes using

our computers, we would not have

imagined or believed it was possible. But

like everyone else on our planet, we were

given limited options and we had to get

creative; and so, we operated everything

online from 16 March until 5 June. It was

a busy time for all of us, including all our

students, but everyone quickly rose to

the occasion and our students

successfully reached their goals for our

2019-2020 school year.

Our secondary students celebrated their first

day of school break by meeting up at 6:00am

at Sila Land to sow rice. (Sowing is when they

sprinkle the seeds in the muddy soil so that

the seeds can sprout and begin to grow.) In a

few weeks, these students will meet again to

uproot these young seedlings and plant them

carefully in the fields where they will grow to

maturity. Our oldest secondary student is the

planner and the coordinator of this project,

and we are proud of all our secondary

students as they work together to complete

this purposeful activity.

For the most part, our students are taking a break from their academic goals until 13 July, at which

time, Lord willing, they will start their 2020-2021 school year onsite once again. The students have

decided to continue getting together online early in the morning for thirty minutes five days a

week. They use this time to encourage one another and pray for one another. It is good to see the

healthy brotherly-sisterly bonds that our students have with one another and to watch all of them

growing academically, socially, emotionally, and spiritually.



I was asked if I could use part of my time to teach an online course in English phonics for our

team and other interested members of our community. I have 19 dedicated students who meet

me online for one hour five days a week. We will be finishing up the course on 30 June, and I am

looking forward to a short break before we prepare to launch a new school year. I am not sure

what I will do, but because Thailand does not allow foreigners to return to Thailand after they go

abroad, there will be no traveling out of the country during this break.

 

We thank God that we have had very few cases of Covid-19 in Northeast Thailand and in the

whole country of Thailand. At the time of this writing Thailand has given permission for schools

with less than 120 students to re-open, providing everyone wears masks, washes hands

frequently, and practicing social distancing. We are not sure what the situation will be by 13 July,

but all of us are praying and looking forward to the time when we will be able to take off our

masks and give our friends the hugs we have been holding inside for so long.

 

Thank you to all our supporters for your faithfulness in your giving and in your prayers.

 

With Blessings,

 

Mike Jason
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One of our very skilled parents volunteered to help us make good use of this five-week break by

painting the parts of the center that are desperately in need of a face lift. He is a skilled painter

and a skilled trainer; and since the end of the school year he has been training our upper primary

and secondary students to paint. The place is looking great and all are having a lot of fun working

together in person, even though they are keeping their distance from one another and wearing

their face masks.



Uncle Aot, who is nearing retirement age, never imagined that he

would come to a time in life when he could not find a way to

make enough money to buy his food. He has always worked for

each and every meal. He lives alone, and because of chronic

psoriasis and the very unsightly appearance of his skin, people

often hesitate to come close to him. Before Covid-19, Uncle Aot

made a meager living by repairing table fans; but when Covid-19

arrived in Khon Kaen he found himself struggling to earn enough

money to buy food. World Harvest Foundation helped Uncle Aot

by giving him rice, dried food, noodles, canned fish, and eggs

once a week. We were stunned one day, when speaking through

tears of gratitude Uncle Aot said to us, “This week eating eggs

feels like going to heaven.”  The small amount that we give to the

poor feels like heaven for many of them.
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CONTACT US

 Website:  www.worldharvestfoundation.org

Email:  info@worldharvestfoundation.org

Phone:  (66) 43236208, (66) 850056268

Address:  235/8 Moo 13 Langsoonratchakan Rd.,

T. Nai Muang, A. Muang, Khon Kaen 40000 Thailand
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Update from Heaven in the Home
Written by: Luckana Yenprakhon  (Translated by: Mike Jason)

Feels Like Heaven

Changing Tears to Smiles
World Harvest Foundation distributed food to many of the villagers in our neighborhood during the

time when Covid-19 first came to Northeast Thailand. One day a little girl came to pick up some food

and we had to tell her, "Our food is all gone already." When she heard this, she loudly cried out, “Oh

No!”  Her cry moved and affected us deeply. Little Prae-wa, we learned, is orphaned of both her father

and her mother, and she lives with and cares for her disabled grandmother. She is still in school and

is unable to contribute any income to help her grandmother. She and her grandmother get by on

the small amount of money they receive from a special fund for the elderly, and from the occasional

compassionate donations of food and clothing from their neighbors.

Today, Prae-wa and her grandmother have enough

food for every meal. They can smile because they

have hope again. The food that might be one meal

for a wealthier family is enough food for a whole

week for Prae-wa and her grandmother. When we

distribute food to hungry families and we see

stomachs being filled, this fullness satisfies both the

giver and the receiver.


